
Kazigu
	
	Hedgegrove wrote a lot on Zard, and why wouldn't he?  The question long asked of Gods has been "Why do we have to suffer? Why do bad things have to happen?" and Chad was dealing with a pretty huge shock.  So he wanted to explore Gods.  He wanted to try and understand why something terrible like his kid dying in an accident could happen.  He was being human.  Because even without huge tragedies, we want to know "why".  So we tell stories.  I remember when I was a kid we were having a story time, and because the school also wanted to make sure we were worldly people who knew the fable of other cultures, they decided to read How the Leopard Got His Spots because for some reason we were all really curious about it and saying "camouflage and evolution" wouldn't do the trick.  The basic story is that this little leopard cub was exploring and found a fire demon and got burned beyond all recognition and those burn marks are now the spots.  Bull. Shit.
	Anyways, the main story of Kazigu (the "heat frog" of the golden ice-cream city of Zard)  isn't one like that.  It's not "How the frog got webbed feet" where a frog gets stuck in cement and now it's walking around with cement shoes all the time.  Nope, the story of Kazigu is how the season came to be:

			As the Earth grew shape and Urlamku the Shrub-dog
			planted the seeds of all the trees and grasses and bushes
			there lived Kazigu: The frog whose back emanated heat.
			Nuzilu depended on Kazigu to keep the Earth hot as she
			slept and the great hive of Girlargith the Moon-Bee kept
			watch over the night.  Eons passed of this, and eventually
			Kazigu became too overcome by the heat on her own
			back.  She knew that Nuzilu would refuse to help her, the
			Earth had to stay warm to support the life created by
			Urlamku and Ankinimu (The life-Worm).  Kazigu also
			knew that to ask Etusurzu for help would be to release an
			age of chaos, which she didn't want.  She only wished for
			a break from the heat, the tireless and unending heat.


	So our little heat-frog asked for help from Kalinziru: The Storm-Raven.  Kalinziru made an agreement with Kazigu: I will make a great storm that will block the sun for a day, and you may sleep.  When the sun reaches your eyes on the next day, you will know to wake up and resume heating the Earth.  It seems like a bad trade: One day of rest and 364 days of being immensely hot, so hot in fact that the heat-forg is described as having "melting skin", and in another story this is basically how acid is introduced into the word: That it's not a chemical reaction that makes acid eat through skin. etc., but rather it's immense heat.

			Kazigu found a bed of soft dirt for herself, and went to 
			sleep,as Kalinziru began making a storm so great it 
			would block the sun for 24 hours.  The clouds covered the 
			sun, stars, and moon, and rain fell in great big droplets.
			As the rain fell, though, the bed Kazigu made for herself
			softened, and she sunk deep into the Earth.  As Kazigu sunk
			she set fire to roots of the plants, which caused them to show
			the colors of a flame before burning off of the trees.
			Then Kalinziru's rain began to freeze.  Soon the Earth was
			covered in a think blanket of frigid snow.
			The Storm-Raven searched the world, creating great gusts
			of wind as he flew, to find Kazigu once his storm was over:
			For he saw this frozen world and knew that no good could
			come of it.  Nuzilu tried to keep the sun up, but couldn't stand
			to sit on an earth so cold and would leave, cursing her brother
			Kalinziru.
			For months the Raven searched, and as he searched he found
			something strange: That much had died in the winter frost,
			The Dog and the Worm, guardians of life, had found a way
			to go on.  Urlamku's usually soft coast had grown prickly with
			ice, and Ankinimu's pink flesh had grown pale and white.  But
			they continued to create, and they did so to reflect their own 
			changes.  Though the world was in frozen winter, saw
			Kalinziru, it was still full of such beauty.

	Hedgegrove goes on for a bit talking about the differences between the summer creatures and the winter creatures, and it's sort of interesting but mostly really boring.  So I'm skipping that.  Long story short: Eventually Kalinziru the Raven and Nuzilu the Hen clear the massive amounts of snow and find the dirt patch Kazigu the Frog is in (I know, there are a thousand names that all sound similar, especially in a story with the two big "K" Gods).  Durashadu the Rock Lobster (remember him?) was able to dig out the frog, who had been frozen into a rock.  Luckily this rock was a bit warm, warm enough that Sky-Hen could keep the sun up longer, and for Kalinziru to start making rain again to soften the rock back into dirt.
	Eventually Kazigu wakes up, her usual red-orange-yellow colors replaced by deep blues and bright greens.  She had cooled off.  She had rested, and was ready to start heating up the world again.  Of course this later backfired because all the new life Shrub-Dog and Life-Worm made couldn't survive in Nuzilu's usual heat, and Kalinziru also started to miss the isolated frozen beauty of winter.  So Kazigu was given a few months paid vacation each year for her to dig underground and rest up, and that's how seasons were born.  Summer is the time of Heat, Autumn is the time of the Heat Sinking and the leaves burning, Winter is the time of Rest and Cold, and Spring is the time of Rain and Awakening.  For once, everything turned out okay and we get a nice story about how life goes on.
	Because that's sort of the real take-away, that the world was Frozen and it was looking like what gave everything life before (heat) would never come back.  But it did.  It adapted and grew.  And the two creatures who were in charge of all life: Urlamku who's in charge of plants and agriculture and harvests and growth, and Ankinimu who's a giant worm that spits up organic life and molds the beasts of the land and corrals them for ranchers with his worm grasp but is also weirdly enough said to bring this primal rage and insanity to any life that touches it.  These two guardians of life, even when so many other Gods froze or died, they lived and they kept on making and creating.  And that's the lesson: When your surrounded by disaster and death and ice and winter, you have to carry on.  You have to keep making.
